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CRTA News

& Initiatives

In January 2023, the CRTA and the Digital
Governance Council (previously known as the
CIO Strategy Council) hosted two ½ day virtual

workshops (In French and  English) for the
purpose of developing a Workshop Agreement
to establish baseline requirements for vendors

oNering AI/ML solutions to Financial
Institutions.

We brought together a diverse group of
thought leaders from within and beyond our
membership to receive expert input that has

now been incorporated into a draft version of
the Workshop Agreement. Later this month

there will be an opportunity for you to read the
Draft version and provide your comments.
Please watch for updates via email, on our

website and LinkedIn page.

In 2020 the CRTA entered into a partnership
with the CIO Strategy Council of Canada (CIO-
SC) to promote the development of standards

Build vs Buy: the Role of the API

In this episode, host Paul McRorie speaks with
Blythe Barber Head of Business Development

from Droit and Loren Schwartz, Senior Director
of Regulatory Technology from CIBC.  They

discuss the merits of buying versus building in
house and how API's have introduced

opportunities to integrate but they do not
come without challenges. 

Listen here
-

Upcoming Podcasts on RegTech Round-Up
Financial Crime Series – Foundation for AML Risk

Management

ESG Series – Risk Management Developments in

Sustainable Finance

-
In 2023, the CRTA is introducing two new podcast

series - one focused on Financial Crime and the

other on Sustainability. If members have content

ideas or want to participate, contact:

info@canadianregtech.ca
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and establish mechanisms to test and validate
within the RegTech community. 

At the beginning of this year the CIO-SC was
oZcially re-launched as The Digital

Governance Council, with a mission to
strengthen trust and con[dence in the digital
economy for communities, businesses, and
governments. Led by CEO Keith Jansa and

Chair Jim Balsillie, the Council brings together
executives from various sectors to tackle
critical digital governance challenges and

opportunities. CRTA Board members Donna
Bales and Paul Childerhose participate in
Council by bringing perspectives from our

ecosystem to the table. To learn more about
opportunities to shape the future of Canada's

digital economy, visit www.dgc-cgn.org. 

The CRTA is pleased to lead a
discussion: Digital Enablement: The Promise

of AI in RegTech at  FINTRAC’s banking forum

taking place on February 15th

Moderated by Donna Bales, founder of the
CRTA, the panelists will discuss trends and use
cases in AI with CRTA members: Victor Tay, Co-

founder and COO at MinervaAI and Carrie
Chai, Director and Head of Risk Analytics at

Scotiabank. The session will include updates
from FINTRC and OSFI as well as an overview
of the legal landscape from Carole PioVesan,

Co-founder of INQ Law.

On February 15, 2023 from 8-9:30am, the CRTA
will be hosting its second workshop – Wealth

Management Opportunities for RegTech to

Collaborate and Grow. The objective of the
workshop is to surface current challenges and

discuss collaborative opportunities

If you are a regtech Rrm and want to participate,

please contact us at info@canadianregtech.ca

CRTA Upcoming Events

What Type of Regtech Technologies is Your

Firm Using to Fight Financial Crime?

Re-sharing last year’s very popular webinar for
International Women’s Day where we heard
wisdom and antidotes from 3 leaders in the

Financial Crimes space.
Watch here

-

Join us for our 3rd year on March 8th from 12-

1pm as we lead another inspiring conversation

with 3 inspiring women from Canadian regulator

bodies.

Register

Procurement on the frontlines of ESG

leadership

This month's featured blog is from Valital.
Author Ladanna James explores ESG as

an opportunity for growth and a catalyst for
digital transformation.

Read more

Ready of Not, Digital Compliance will

Become the Norm

Read Donna Bales’s opinion piece the future of
compliance. Donna wrote this in her capacity

as strategic advisor to Compliance AI.
Read more

Code Optimization, Data Lineage, and ESG

— Three Ways Data Governance Reduces

Carbon

In this article, author Jonathan Bega of
Mapador explores ESG as a major facet of

most organizations, both for reporting and for
ensuring that they can make meaningful,

impactful changes. At the core of it will be the
ability for organizations to understand their

own data. 
Read more

Member News

Outstanding to learn from Stuart Davis, EVP &
Global Head, Financial Crimes Risk
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The Use of AI Along the Customer Life Cycle

Join us on Feb 8, 2023 from 12-1pm as we
discuss and showcase solutions of how AI is

being used along the customer life-cycle.

Presentations from:

Tolga Kurt, Managing Partner, H3M
Analytics

Ravi Gedela Ph.D Gedela, CEO, Banking
Labs Inc

Neeraj Verma, Solution Architect Leader
Nate Bachmeier, FSI Solution

Architect, Amazon Web Services (AWS)

RegTech Meetup

On February 22nd, you are invited to join the
Canadian RegTech Association & QUODD - our
newest member org. for a casual 'after-work'

Meetup at Reds Wine Bar in downtown
Toronto, 77 Adelaide St West.

Meet & mingle & network with professionals
from the [nancial services industry & broad

technology community. Learn about the
CRTA's 2023 areas of focus, meet founders and

Sr. leaders from RegTech companies & your
peers from the banks.

Our sponsor for the evening is QUODD - a
market leading services company that

supports the digital adoption of market data
for wealth and asset servicing. Their best-of-
breed market data content is integrated into

one single client-centric digital platform.

Register

Register

Global Head, Financial Crimes Risk
Management at Scotiabank about a major step

forward in the [ght against Illegal Wildlife
Trade (IWT) with the launch of Project Anton: a
new, international public-private partnership

aimed at combating wildlife traZcking.
IWT is a major transnational crime. It generates
tens of billions in illicit criminal proceeds each

year and often involves high levels of
corruption, fraud schemes and other serious

oNences that help facilitate the sourcing,
shipment and import/export of illegal wildlife

and its by-products.
https://[ntrac-

canafe.canada.ca/intel/operation/oai-wildlife-
eng

New Members

A warm welcome the newest member of

the CRTA community: Decimal Point Analytics
“As a provider of solutions in the data analytics &

Rnancial research solutions space, Decimal Point

Analytics is pleased to join the CRTA. The

possibilities that Rntech has awakened for the

banking and Rnancial services industry so far are

remarkable. Yet, this is just the beginning, which

is why we need forums such as CRTA to harness

the collective potential of what data and

emerging technology like AI can do. Decimal

Point’s wealth of experience is in the Rnancial

services industry, designing algorithmic solutions

for research intelligence, which involves

understanding the depths of banking and

Rnancial regulations. We look forward to learning

and sharing at the forums that CRTA thoughtfully

creates.

- Shailesh Dhuri, CEO, Decimal Point

Analytics

To learn more about Decimal Point Analytics,
please visit the website)
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For the 3rd year in a row, we are bringing
together inspiring women on International
Women’s Day.  Using this year’s theme for

International Women’s Day, Digital Equality,
the panel is meant to inspire and break down

barriers in the [eld and seek allyship.  This
years session will be moderated by Adeline

Cheng, CRTA advisor and National Risk Lead

at EY

Joining Adeline is:

Nathalie Martineau, Regional Director,
FINTRAC

Romana Mizdrak, Managing Director,
OZce of the Superintendent of

Financial Services
Yanny Young, Manager, Innovation in
Finance, Market Regulations, Alberta

Securities Commission

Register

Register

Solving regulatory challenges through

collaborative discussion and engagement in

proof-of-concept initiatives.

If your organization would like to learn more
about the bene[ts of being a member of our
dynamic and inluential community, please
send an email to 'info@canadianregtech.ca'
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Have questions or suggestions on the RegTech Exclusive? Click here to contact us.

"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry
innovators, and policy-makers..."
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